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About This Game

Roguemance is a roguelite with romance. Each battle is a date! Meet love interests, fight relationship problems and make heart-
breaking decisions.

EACH BATTLE IS A DATE

Fight by your lover's side! Combat is where you get to know them and find out if they are a good fit for you. Compromise or
die!

A LOVE FOR EVERYONE

Everyone deserves love! You'll surely find a partner that fits you in Roguemance.

FIND PROCEDURAL LOVE
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Procedurally generated companions with distinct appearances, personalities and abilities. Find one you love!

EXPLORE THE HEARTIPELAGO

A heart-shaped island is the setting you will explore. But this land of love is in trouble! Can you mend your broken heart?

GROW RELATIONSHIPS

Each partner has an opinion on what to do and where to go. Keep them happy or they will break up. Or find someone who suits
you!
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roguemance download. roguemance gameplay. roguemance steam

The controls felt weird and broken for the most part. I couldn't sit for more than 15 minutes a session but I can see some
potential there. Sadly it felt incomplete to me.. humor and fun !
slow but still good difficulty progression with quite a lot of levels and challenges to do :)
nice to play in little sessions.
test it !. Absolutely terrible game!
The tutorial is bigger than the game itself. I thought this was an open world island exploration game, but it isn't.
The playable world is as small as your livingroom, and that's it.. GG but a little obscure. and little replay value after a few runs..
its a MAZE puzzle ...
and its Chocolate :3 , candy and gingerbread
and when u success...there is voice over lady whispering on your ears *goosebumps* XD

ez game, ez achievements, fancy chocolate alphabets that can be used for your Profile Achievements Showcase ~

RECOMMENDED !! for those who is Achievements hunters and for those who needs relaxing game.. glhf ~. On a scale from 0
to 1 KSP, I would give it a 0.08.
Beautiful Earth's pictures, nice stories of space exploration.
BUT boring and quickly repetitive.
Where are the space rendezvous ? areobreaking ?
Where are the rockets ?
AND since when is it possible to dock on the iss in a opposite direction orbit ?. I wishwishwish there was a 'neutral' or 'darned if
I know quite what I think of it' option, because I was back and forth on this one the whole time I was playing it. You follow two
protagonists--Tayo, a human girl, and Bimonia, the possibly last of a winged humanoid species--as they grow up and attempt to
overcome the hatred between their two species. The writing is clunky and erratic in tone, many events clumsily dark, the
character development uneven, and the worldbuilding and internal logic have holes you could drive a Star Destroyer through.
But there's still something to the premise and story, and two of the five endings actually worked for me. This is one of those
stories that could have been very good, but instead is frustrating and baffling. (Also, SO MANY TRIGGER WARNINGS. Don't
play if you have common triggers.). sorry to say no multiplayer action any more, and the single player AI isn't really up to the
job even if the single player side of the game was any fun. This was a good game in its time, and used to be a real blast online.
The only reason I have given a not-recommended is because of the lack of multiplayer, in all other respects this was a really fine
multiplayer game.. "Dodge: A normal dash with coughing."

I died XD. Pros:
- Fun fighting mechanics
- Quite a bit of content
- The character models are very well modelled in the sense of quality, not realism of course
- Animations are extremely impressive for a game at this level
- Quality in general exceeds what a game of this level should

Cons:
- Despite it being fun fighting mechanics, nothing else to the game really exists. If you aren't a hack and slash fan, it's not for
you
- Content while alot, aren't necessarily long missions. Just alot. The game does have alot of extras though. Also a ridiculous
amount of costumes and cosmetic options
- While animation is great. The thing this game did wrong with it becomes extremely apparent in the completion of a mission.
The game wasn't made with a flowing animated character. But with 60 animated stills for a characters animations per second. So
when playing at 60 frames per second and you finish a fight that's not a fight against another main character. The characters
move in slow motion and you start getting the character moving at come really choppy low framerate while the rest of the game
is running 60fps. It's pretty bad and catches my eye every single time.

Technicals to note: (technicals aren't the same as flaws to me personally so i separate them
- If you use Ultra wide like 21:9 or more. You have to play borderless to get your proper 1080p.1440p etc without stretching.
That being noted, no it doesn't natively support ultrawide resolutions and I don't edit code so I don't know how well it would
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work with a modification.
- 4K in screens lower than 4K definitely needs a mod, it doesn't max at screen size sadly
- While a quit game option always being available is a plus to me. I think having a quit game option right at the bottom of every
menu's bad. I've accidentally quit the game entirely because of this multiple times.
- Like every game some flaws exist. For me the one to note that I've seen is during Shinobi transformations, the game may glitch
and the clothes never come off during the animation, but the censor lights come while clothes are still on. Looke weird but the
scene where the clothes start appearing, the clothes will be completely on right at the beginning of the scene. Ultimately
defeating the purpose of watching it. But I skip it so Generally I don't have any in game issues apart from that.

Final pieces
- Intimacy mode is in this. It literally isn't anything I care for. Did the one achievement and really shook my head the whole
time. It's a pointless mode that's pretty disturbing to me personally.
- To the ones that may want to do this for some reason. Turning off damaged clothes in the story in the menu doesn't do what
you may think. As I have family that walks in the room randomly. I don't care if they see the game. But I prefer to cut back a bit
so I expected it to just have during the scenes, undamaged clothes. They'll be wearing the full costumes even after being stripped
naked unlike Estival. But what it does, which is surprising to me. It completely removes the ability to damage clothes and strip
characters naked. I like it as I don't really care whether or not the characters are stripped. I skip the scene to continue playing if
possible so it's stopping the break sequence for main characters. The minions still strip to underwear though

Games a yes if you like hack and slash. Or you just bought for lust purposes. No judgement here. But if that's the case, this is
heavily toned down as opposed to Estival
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I haven't played this game much, but there's a reason:
The controls are terrible.
I really thought I'd enjoy this game, and that the reviews might be biased against it for some reason. However, near the end of
the tutorial, the game told me to do something that was tedious and boring, and not easily accomplished with the game's
controls. I realized at that point that I would not enjoy playing this game, which was pretty sad. Well, I finished the tutorial, and
started a campaign game. The problems persisted, I got bored, and I decided to move on.

I wish I hadn't bought it.. DONT PAY THE FULL PRICE, AS IT'S ABOUT 2 HOURS OF GAMEPLAY.
Other than that, it's ok.. Unplayable lag.
couldnt even get through the tutorial. i was down to a frame every second or two before i forced shutdown.
my pc specs are not to blame, so please refrain from comments reguarding this topic.
. If you remember digging a nest in SimAnt, this is like the FPS version of that. Except you're digging an escape route from the
caves. Not recommended if you get disoriented or motion sick easily, but otherwise this was easily worth my $0.79.. paid full
price , was worth it.
try the demo if you like it you will like the full game.

update : i cant stop playing it , i need help. I recently bought this game, it's the first Choice of Games product I've played and
I've just finished my first play-through today! I think it's a decent amount of time to finish (I might be a slow reader) and won't
fail to please. I'd be lying if I didn't say I wish there was more it was that good and having stats was pretty useful. This'll likely
be one of my favorite RPGs from now on and despite all the text I'd highly recommend it's worth giving this game a shot!
However there seemed to be something missing from the characters to me, can't pinpoint what exactly but it was something.

In short, I'd recommend this game to those who enjoy RPGs such as I do and I hope you'll equally enjoy this game as much as I
did!. This game is fun but god the housing in the game is god awful. I hate that you have to capture homes just to lose it
secounds and if your inside and lose it your trap cant get out have to find a way to kill yourself and try again bascily from start
so once they change that hopefully I get back into it AND LET MANS BUILD A HOME ♥♥♥♥ THAT
CAPTURE♥♥♥♥♥♥. i can't describe how awesome this game is, just buy this game and CRUSH YOUR ENEMIES!
10/10!
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